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Winter Survival Seminar 

A Winter Survival Seminar will be conducted in 
Ellensburg, Washington February 15-18 by the 
State's Department of Emergency Services. The 
Seminar will be open to agencies, organizations and 
the general public. Top survival specialists in the 
Northwest have been lined up to assist in the 
program. 

Beginning Friday evening on the 15th, lectures 
on various survival subjects will continue through 
Saturday until 10:30 Sunday morning when the 
group will travel to Blewett Pass, Swauk Creek 
Campground, for an overnight stay without tents. 

Among those who will be presenting lectures are 
Tim Kneeland on the Philosophy of Winter Sur-
vival, Clothing, Insulation and Equipment; Gene 
Prater on Winter Travel; Dick Mitchell on Cold 
Weather Injuries; Motivation, Cybernetics and 
Psychology of Winter Survival, or "When in Nome, 
Think Like an Eskimo," by Johnny Kae, U.S. 
Army Cold Weather Survival Team; Avalanche 
Dangers by Pete Thompson, Search & Rescue 
Ranger, Mt. Rainier National Park. 

Only requirements for attending the Seminar are 
a $2 pre-registration fee plus a required list of 
clothing for the field study. Send check to Council 
for Survival Education, 4220 E. Martin Way, 
Olympia, Washington 98504. 

Mountain Rescue Conference in Mexico 

An International Conference on Mountain Res-
cue will be held April 3-6 at Passo de Cortes, 
Mexico. Climbers will have the opportunity to climb 
Popo and Ixty as well as attend the conference 
since the location is in a pine forest at 12,000 feet 
between the two peaks. Those attending will have 
the use of a large hut. For additional details write 
to Paul Williams, Mountain Rescue Association 
President, 143 Fifth Avenue North, Edmonds, 
Washington 98020. 



If adventure has a final 
and all embracing motive it is 

surely this: we go out because it 

is our nature to go out, to 

climb the mountains and sail the 

seas, to fly to the planets and 
plunge into the depths of 

the oceans. . . We extend our 

horizon, we expand our being, we 
revel in a mastery of ourselves 

which gives an impression, 
mainly illusory, that we are 

masters of our world. In 
a word, we are men, and when 

man ceases to do these things, 

he is no longer man. 

— Wilfrid Noyce 

AAC Pamirs Expedition 

Pete Schoening has been selected by the Ameri-
can Alpine Club to head the climbing expedition to 
the USSR/Pamirs in July, 1974. Twelve climbers 
will make up the American Alpine Club group that 
will visit the Pamirs on invitation of the Russians. 

Tacoma Climbing Rock 

Climbers in Tacoma, Washington are answering 
the need for a practice climbing rock similar to 
Sherman Rock in Seattle and are in the process of 
building "Spire Rock" in Spanaway Park. The 
"rock" will be approximately 24' high, 40' long and 
15' wide when completed. Those interested in help-
ing on this project with ideas, money or work can 
write to Spire Rock, P.O. Box 607, Spanaway, Wa. 
98387 or call LE 1-0438. 

Norman Clyde Glacier 

Although climbers have for many years referred 
unofficially to Norman Clyde Peak, Clyde Minaret, 
Clydes Spires, Clydes Ledge and Clyde Meadows, 
it remained until the last days of 1973 for official 
Federal approval of the use of the name Norman 
Clyde to be attached to a Sierra Nevada feature. 
The Department of the Interior's Board of Geo-
graphic Names have officially named a glacier after 
him. The glacier is located southwest of Big Pine at 
12,800 feet on the north wall of "Clyde Peak." 

Some have referred to Norman Clyde as the 
nation's leading mountaineer. He lead countless 
climbing parties, rescued lost climbers, found crash-
ed airplanes, made over 200 first ascents in the 
Sierra and climbed over 1,000 peaks. He died this 
past year. 



* The view from Magician Needle to the great valley and 
fault of the Kern to the east provides spectacular evidence 
of the constant stresses and motions of the earth, and their 
effect on mountain building. The rough-textured unglaci-
ated rock highlights the convoluted, closely-knit forms of 
The Needles. The creased and furrowed faces reflect a 
sculpturing that is a function of the rock structure. 

Looking north, the architecture of The Needles breaks the 
consistent landscape of the Southern Sierra Nevada. The 
distorted shapes of the individual formations began as a 
whole magmatic mass weathered along master joints; the 
weathering process has been sharply controlled by local 
variations in the jointing. The scene, left to right, por-
trays Magician, Charlatan, Sorcerer, Wizard (blended in 
front), Witch, and Warlock Needles, then Voodoo Dome. 
The name theme derived from the occult and bestowed by 
climbers identifies the world of fantasies with natural 
forms. 

The Needles of Sequoia Forest 

 

By Fred Beckey 

Photos by Phil Warrender 

Agents of upheaval and destruction beyond the 
control of man cause vast changes at a pace too 
slow to perceive. In the seemingly eternal Sierra 
Nevada, there is constant evolution. Even in the 
relatively subdued landscape of the southern ex-
tremities, where the Sequoia Forest sanctuary 
predominates, where the Pleistocene glaciers did 
not reach, the ruins of time are foraged by the 
incessant forces of the atmosphere. 

While some day a row of serrate granodiorite 
needles, crags, and domes some 35 miles south of 
Mt. Whitney may lie crumpled on the ocean 
floor, the Needles of today give an illusion of 
permanence. In the brevity of human history, the 

weathering of master joints is too slow to perceive. 
The startling formation is about two miles west 
of the Kern River, 25 miles north of Kernville, 
and on a line east of Porterville, Camp Nelson, 
and Quaking Aspen Meadow. The U. S. Forest 
Service discovered the crags before mountaineers 
did, and built a lookout house on the 8,245-foot 
high point. There is an expansive sweep for fire 
spotting, across the Kern to Sherman Peak, then 
north to Olancha Peak, Mt. Whitney, and toward 
the Kern-Kaweah divide. 

The Needles can be affected by the searing 
summer heat of the low valleys to the south, yet 
in other seasons a north wind can bring the chill 
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A ledge and Jeffrey pine provide contrast in the usually smooth sweep of the south face of Voodoo Dome. Magician and 
Warlock Needles are seen in the background. 



In a southern view, the 
impression of Voodoo Dome's 
simplicity is illusive. 
The long-continued exfoliations, 
the casting off of successive 
concentric shells of rock, 
gives the dome its roundness. 
This 800-foot face has 
Provided challenging routes of 
Grade IV rating. 

Rock climbing 
can be delightful on the 

south face of Voodoo 
Dome; Gary Vall6 

is making a move on the 
embossed surface of 

the granite. 

of the high Sierra plateaus. I have seen an icy 
May westerly wind blast out of the cloak of clouds 
on the western divide, bringing a sting of snow 
pellets, and forcing the climber off the ridge 
crests. The heavy cover of pine forest is attrac-
tive to the red-tailed hawk, the occasional bald 
eagle, and howling coyotes. In a setting of limited 
wilderness, here is exciting rock climbing terrain 
on a scale suited to individual rather than insti-
tutional ventures, an opportunity to gain self-
knowledge in solitude. The area provides the ad-
venture of Tahquitz Rock in another and less-
crowded location, with alternate rewards offered 
the hiker and bystander. 

A dirt road and short trail leads to the lookout 
from the Western Divide Highway to the west; 
from the final saddle one can ramble along on the 
north slope to the crags. The lower road, built for 
unfortunate logging ventures in what should be 
designated wilderness, does provide another ac-
cess to the climbs. Most of the summits had ap-
parently been reached by 1969 in a veiled history, 
but it was not until then that serious routes were 
undertaken. Rather than catalog the routes done, 
let the adventure of discovery remain, and with it 
the hope each user will honor and respect the 
cracks and rock surface with a high code of 
ethics. 
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6:23 p.m. August 8, 1786. A young medical doc-
tor and a thickset peasant who makes his living 
hunting chamois and crystals stumble onto the 
crest of an immense snow dome. It is bitterly 
cold. They have been climbing 14 straight hours. 
The physician measures the altitude with his 
barometer. They remain on top for about 35 min-
utes and the next day return in triumph to the 
valley. Within hours the shared adventure and 
comradeship of the heights dissolve. There are 
venomous recriminations and accusations. The 
peasant claims he was first and alone on the sum-
mit. A fist fight ensues. The furor grows. 

More than a hundred years pass before the 
story of this, the first ascent of 15,781-foot Mont 
Blanc, is fully known. 

Today a handsome statue stands in the main 
square of Chamonix. It depicts the peasant, 
Jacques Balmat, and the illustrious Genevese nat-
uralist, Horace Benedict de Saussure, pointing 
towards the hoary apex of Mont Blanc (originally 
called Mont Maudit, or the Accursed Mountain — 
not to be confused with the Mont Maudit of the 
present day). History has restored the doctor, 
Michel Gabriel Paccard, to his rightful niche, but 
to the casual visitor he remains an obscure and 
neglected figure. 

The ascent of Mont Blanc was unquestionably 
due to the enterprising genius and inspirational 
gifts of that latter day Renaissance man, de Saus-
sure. A ranking member of the patrician class, a 
professor at the Geneva Academy at age 22, and 
the owner of the finest estate in Geneva, he is  

often regarded as both the father of Alpinism and 
a founder of modern geology. 

De Saussure came to the Chamonix valley in 
search of plant specimen in 1760 at age 20. In 
those days the trip to the Savoy, then under Sar-
dinian rule, was an achievement of sorts. The road 
to Sallanches and the mule path onwards was not 
entirely free of brigands and smugglers. He 
walked most of the way. 

"It became for me a kind of illness," said de 
Saussure of Mont Blanc. "I could not even look 
upon the mountain, which is visible from so 
many points around, without being seized with an 
aching desire." He posted notices in three local 
parishes offering an attractive reward to whom-
ever found a way to the top. 

Numerous attempts were made, the most suc-
cessful attaining the Dome du Gouter at 14,200 

feet. Basically two routes were pioneered. The 
first and most popular was on the Northwest 
flank, which hangs over Chamonix in tumbling 
cataracts of snow and ice forming the Bossons and 
Taconna glaciers, and dropping about 10,000 feet 
over a five-mile path, straight into the heart of the 
valley. The way up threaded over a prominent 
rock buttress, the Montagne de la Cote, which 
rises in steep steps to the lower snowfield or Jonc-
tion. Above lay another granite intruder, the 
Grands Mulets, the glacial terraces of the Petit 
and Grand Plateau, which tops out at about 
13,000 feet, and then two parallel slashes of rock, 
known as the Rochers Rouges — the last stiff 
barrier below the summit ridge. The second ap- 
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proach, discovered by Paccard, then 29, emanated 
from St. Gervais, to the West, and followed the 
way which is familiar today, up the Tete Rousse, 
the Aiguille du Gouter, and finally the Bosses du 
Dromadaire. 

Both routes crossed the Dome du Gouter, and 
the prevailing gospel was that the only feasible 

034  
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path lay over it. Paccard and possibly Balmat 
held different ideas. 

In June of 1786 the 5' 3", 21-year-old Balmat, 
a rugged but vain man, tailed along with a party 
of local guides in an effort which reached the 
Dome du Gouter from the Northwest. Balmat be-
came separated and bravely bivouacked alone 
overnight, probably on or near the Petit or Grand 
Plateau, demonstrating that a well-conditioned 
climber could, in the face of high altitude and 
foul weather, survive a night on the mountain. 

Paccard was impressed and induced Balmat to 
make another attempt. Their motives differed. 
Paccard, like de Saussure, was absorbed in scien-
tific inquiries. For Balmat the monetary reward 
and a grand chance at fame were uppermost. 
Their provisions were typical of the era: nine-
foot Alpenstocks, bread, cold meat, a blanket, 
and instruments such as a barometer, thermom-
eter and compass. 

They set out on August 7, 1786, following the 
usual approach from Chamonix, proceeding up the 
Montagne de la Cote where they bivouacked over-
night at about 7,640 feet. At 4 a.m. they re-
sumed, moving through the white wastes of the 
Jonction and onto the long, crusty spine of the  

Grands Mulets. Up to this point they were fol-
lowing well-traveled ground. 

Here, instead of heading West to the Dome du 
Gouter, they attacked the slopes of the Petit 
Plateau and then the steep, forbidding Grand 
Plateau. It was now about 3 p.m. Paccard appar-
ently had studied the route carefully from below 
and was determined to forge a new way between 
the Rochers Rouges which was to become known 
as the lower Ancien Passage. Because of the mul-
tiple perils of slides and abysses, it had been 
thought to be unclimbable. The slope is long and 
although it sits at only a 32-degree slant, it is 
barricaded by a wicked succession of ice pillars 
and crevasses. Several times they broke through 
the thin crust. In an hour and a half they had 
forced the Rochers Rouges and were plodding 
doggedly past the Petit Mulets up the last huge 
cornice. Shortly before sunset they arrived on top, 
having ascended 8,000 feet since dawn. It was 
the first great Alpine peak to be climbed. Almost 
70 years were to pass before the so-called Golden 
Age was launched by Alfred Wills' ascent of the 
Wetterhorn in 1854. 

On the lengthy descent both suffered frostbite. 
Paccard was partly snowblinded and had to be 
assisted. Again they spent the night on the Mon-
tagne de la Cote and the next morning strode 
into Chamonix. 

An avalanche of controversy immediately broke 
loose. Balmat claimed that the Ancien Passage 
had been discovered by him, not Paccard, during 
his lonely overnight vigil earlier in the season; 
that Paccard had failed to pay him for his labors, 
much less his leadership, on so bold an enterprise; 
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and, finally, that the doctor had collapsed before 
reaching the summit, while Balmat had pushed 
on alone to the top and then had to return and, 
rousing Paccard, drag the inept, ailing doctor the 
last few hundred feet up. In short, Paccard was 
accused of having been a parasite and ingrate 
whose role, in all significant phases of the ascent, 
was secondary, while Balmat alone became the 
first to vanquish this, the mightiest pinnacle in 
Western Europe. 

If Balmat was an uneducated peasant, he none-
theless had a persistent but envious Boswell to 
trumpet his story. Marc-Theodore Bourrit, an ar-
tist, writer and precentor, was as enamored of 
Mont Blanc as de Saussure — and the triumph 
by an unknown village doctor touched off a spate 
of jealousy and spite that blinded posterity for 
generations. Bourrit was the mountain's self-pro-
claimed historian and he instantly attacked Pac-
card's role in the climb, even ruining the latter's 
announced publication of a book; for lack of sub-
scriptions it was never printed, nor was its manu-
script ever found. 

While the tempest spread, de Saussure made 
the climb himself the ensuing year, assembling a 
party which included Balmat, 17 guides, a per-
sonal servant and a pack mule. 

The myth of Balmat's leading part in the virgin 
ascent was perpetuated by Bourrit's successive 
editions on the history of Mont Blanc — and also 
by de Saussure's inexplicable silence on a matter 
which only he, by virtue of his prominence, could 
have clarified. 

Paccard remained largely quiet. But he did ob-
tain an affidavit, signed by Balmat and witnessed 
by two local citizens, which was to play a key 
part in his vindication. Balmat later said he'd 
been tricked into signing the document in blank. 
Indeed, in July of 1787, the two men engaged in 
a street fight over the affair. While the validity 
of the affidavit was never determined with cer-
tainty, it fully supported Paccard's contention 
that the two had reached the summit as a pair, 
and of his overall generalship of the assault. 

Almost 50 years later, in 1832, the eminent 
novelist, Alexander Dumas, interviewed Balmat, 
his memory now fancifully embroidered by the  

lapse of time, as well as several bubbly glasses of 
wine. (Conveniently, Paccard already had passed 
away). The upshot was that Dumas gave wide-
spread credence to Balmat's story by including it 
in "Impressions de Voyage." Balmat, proclaimed 
Dumas, was the Christopher Columbus of the 
Alps. 

"In those days I was really something worth 
looking at," Balmat was quoted as saying. "I had 
a famous calf and a stomach like cast iron, and 
would walk three days consecutively without eat-
ing." Describing the first night on the Montagne 
de la Cote, he stated, "I carried a rug and used it 
to muffle up the doctor like a baby." When being 
retrieved, Paccard supposedly asked, "Where can 
I lie down and go to sleep." From the summit: "I 
was the king of Mont Blanc, the statue on the top 
of that immense pedestal! My subjects had seen 
me, and were gazing at their king." Ad infinitum. 

D. W. Freshfield labeled the Dumas piece a 
"monstrous farrago of nonsense." Others, includ-
ing C. E. Mathews, H. F. Montagnier, Ernest H. 
Hamilton and even Edward Whymper, raised se-
rious doubts. Still it was not until the discovery 
and publication by Dr. Henrich Dubi in 1913 — 
127 years after the ascent — of a detailed diary 
kept by an eyewitness to the event that the mat-
ter was laid to rest. 

It so happened that when Paccard and Balmat 
made their epic climb they were watched graphi-
cally, almost step by step, through a powerful 
telescope by a German baron, Adolf Traugott von 
Gersdorf, of Gorlitz. A topographer, he also was 
an incurable note-taker. A few days before the 
climb he had visited Bourrit in Geneva and ob-
tained directions to Chamonix. Carefully he eyed 
Paccard and Balmat as they angled up, changed 
to higher ground for a better view, and followed 
them as they reached the Petits Rochers Rouges, 
about a half hour's distance from the top. From 
there, wrote the baron, they moved upwards 
about 100 steps apart, pausing often; then they 
proceeded from some small rocks, the Petits Mul-
ets, to the crown itself. The baron also made de-
tailed sketches, accurately depicting the route 
pursued. Paccard's own notes were also found and, 
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of course, a new look was taken at Balmat's 
affidavit. 

Today it is generally acknowledged that Pac-
card discovered the novel route via the Rochers 
Rouges and led the successful assault, supported 
by his porter, Balmat. Alpine scholars T. Graham 
Brown and Gavin de Beer, after an exhaustive 
study, flatly concluded that Balmat's claims were 
false and that, based on the evidence, his "whole 
later story of his heroic and solitary first ascent 
of the mountain is utterly destroyed." 

Whatever the true version, the unassailable fact 
is that Balmat did play a vital and even indispen-
sable role in the great climb. Much is to be said 
for the proposition that he discovered the orig-
inal route. If Balmat was an unlettered liar and 
an egotist, he also was a relentless climber; he 
was a member of each of the first six parties to 
attain the summit. 

The King of Sardinia bestowed the title of 
"Balmat dit Mont Blanc" on him, and Napoleon 
Bonaparte made him a tax collector. He came to 
a mysterious end in 1834. Ever active, he disap-
peared while searching for gold near the Glacier 
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des Fonds. His body was never found. Paccard 
died peacefully in Chamonix in 1827, at age 70. 

As for the remarkable de Saussure, although 
he was a moderate, the boiling aftermath of the 
French revolution swept away much of his per-
sonal fortune and helped wreck his health. At a 
time when riots were common, he served a brief 
stint as president of the Constituent Assembly in 
Geneva. A threatening mob once held him and 
his family at bay in his home for a week. Disabled 
by several strokes, having completed his four vol-
ume classic, "Voyages dan les Alpes," and having 
suffered to see his beloved Geneva forfeit its inde-
pendence to France, he died on January 22, 1799. 
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COMMON 

A few years back an acquaintance was following 
an aid pitch on El Capitan. As I heard the story, 
after reaching a pendulum pin he reclipped his 
jumars onto the rope facing the wrong direction. 
The leader's end of the rope initially ran down 
from the pin. Thus the jumars pointing up the 
rock were in reality set to go down the rope, an 
understandable and not uncommon confusion in 
this situation. As the rope was freed from the 
pendulum point the jumars zinged down the rope. 
The result of this error was more than a very long 
fall — over a hundred feet, I believe — and the 
premature end of the climb. For he grabbed the 
rope as he began to fall. Perhaps it was from un-
awareness or inability to remember if he was tied 
in at the rope's end. Or perhaps in the madness 
of the moment it was in instinctive reaction one 
would automatically do. Of course he was unable 
to hold on, and the rope slid through his hands 
during the entire fall. He got the worst of both 
worlds, for besides the fall itself he received in-
credible skin burns. His hands were so badly 
burned that he literally lost the flesh off his fin-
gers, requiring skin grafts. The huge bandages re-
sembled boxing gloves. It left an impression on 
me. 

Last June a nightmare came true. Just fifteen 
feet from the route's end (Nose, El Capitan) an 
even more unfortunate climber also erred some-
how with his jumars, and fatally reversed the ef-
forts of the previous four days. 

These needless falls compel me to share a sim-
ple little practice I employ when seconding on 
jumars. It has always seemed like common sense 

10  

to me. Perhaps I'm a great coward* but frankly, 
much of the jumaring I do is in a cold sweat (so 
is much of the climbing but that's a different, 
though related, matter). There's something about 
those damn little things which is just not confi-
dence-inspiring. Although I've never come close, 
to my knowledge, of suffering a jumar-related mis-
hap, the idea of jumars constituting my sole belay 
just doesn't make it. Nearing the top of a pitch 
with the potential of a 150-foot fall if for some 
reason the jumars failed or came off doesn't arouse 
my enthusiasm. The usual procedures of keeping 
tied in to the rope's end (of course!) and running 
a sling from jumars to swami (in case the feet 
work loose from the etriers) do not alleviate the 
possibility. 

So I clip an extra carabiner into my swami. And 
three or four times during the cleaning pitch I 
pull up a couple of feet of rope from beneath my 
bottom jumar, tie a quick overhand, and clip into 
the crab. Every thirty-five to forty feet I tie an-
other knot and clip in. Then I unclip the previous 
knot, untie it, and let it drop. Always clip in the 
new knot before dropping the previous one so as 
to be never without its benefit. On pitches where 
there's a chance of the trailing loop of the rope 
getting hung up below, may as well not unclip 
any of the knots. In general, however, it's best 
to, to avoid an organizational mess on stances, 
especially sling belays. Essentially, what I'm do-
ing each time I tie in a knot is effectively shorten-
ing the distance between me and my jumars, and 

*Editor's Note: Rick Sylvester twice skied off the top of 
El Capitan and parachuted to the valley floor. 
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the rope's end. Thirty-five or so feet is thus the 
longest fall I risk. 

storm, etc.—and relative values must be 
weighed. 

Just before those traditionally scary jumaring 
situations — extreme diagonals, traverses, and 
roofs — where the direction of the rope is such 
that the torque of the jumars against it equals 
the torque against your nerves, I put an overhand 
in, even if the previous knot was only twenty feet 
ago. Even though I intellectually know there is no 
way a properly attached jumar can come off a 
rope of usual diameter, somehow I sweat a lot 
less. 

The Cons: One. At the start of a pitch the 
lower jumar, rather than smoothly sliding up, 
sometimes grabs and picks the rope up. This an-
noyance ceases as soon as there is enough rope 
below, say about ten feet, to create sufficient 
weight. Each time a knot is clipped in, however, 
that rope weight is eliminated, causing the jumar 
to grab. This tendency can be reduced by angling 
the jumar's head slightly toward the rope. 

Two. It's another thing to do; it adds one more 
process to all the rest involved in technical climb-
ing. For what that argument is worth. 

Three, and related to both the above points. It 
takes a bit of time. Not much, but a bit. If your 
desire is to climb the North American Wall in 
two and a half days perhaps this isn't for you. If 
you're mortal however . . . (An observer of that 
track event remarked that the second never 
seemed to stop or pause to clean as he jumared 
up. Three arms?) In certain situations speed is 
the greatest of all safety factors — imminent 
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The Pros: With employment of this simple 
practice you might just lessen the chances of 
getting your name in print. For example, in that 
thin humorless little booklet the AAC puts out 
each year, or as the subject of spicy items like 
‘`.. . the jumars failed (sic) ... and he fell 150 
feet to the end of the rope. The rope broke on im-
pact ... and he was gone." (Summit, June, 1973). 

Some final comments. This method cannot be 
used in climbing fixed lines where the rope's lower 
end is secured. In this case a prusik above the 
jumars seems to offer the only added security 
possible. 

As far as using a prusik with the jumars, as 
many do, rather than the crab on the swami, it 
always seemed to me that if the prusik was loose 
enough to slide unimpeded up the rope, it might 
also do so down, i.e. not tighten in the event of 
a fall. 

In addition and related to the above, clipping 
into carabiners on the swami belt or harness can 
also be used as a method of belaying in solo tech-
nical climbing. With the more orthodox solo be-
lay there is some chance of a too loose prusik or a 
prusik burning through (as also occurred last 
summer). Jumar solo belays have the danger of a 
low breaking strength. On the other hand, it's 
possible that the time factor of tying and untying 
so many overhand knots may offset the gain in 
security. 

11 
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In the summer issue of "Descent", a bimonth-
ly publication of the Alaska Alpine Club, an ar-
ticle by Fred Pratt described the pros and cons 
of the Trak Bushwhacker Ski. Since then, we, at 
"Summit House", have also acquired Bush-
whacker Skis and felt that our readers would be 
interested in some observations. Fred Pratt's com-
ments were as follows: 

"I tested a new ski for mountaineering during 
the past year and found that it might be closer to 
what the Alaskan mountaineer needs than many 
of the things we've been skiing on in the past. The 
new toy is the Trak Bushwhacker, a 150 cm wood 
ski with the curious 'fishscale' bottoms we're be-
coming familiar with. While it will take another 
few years of use for it to graduate from the toy 
stage to a reliable tool in my mind, I found that 
it did solve a lot of the problems we run into with 
more conventional skis. 

"My basis of comparison is a 195 cm pair of 
metal-edged wooden skis that I have used for two 
years. When I got the Trak skis I thought it 
might be superior for mountaineering for two rea-
sons, the shorter length and the fishscale bottom. 
The length was the greatest factor in my mind, 
and related to this is the fact that the Trak ski is 
half again as wide as the normal ski. This is im-
portant to anyone who has ever broken or fol-
lowed a deep trail with large mountaineering boots 
and a 60 mm wide ski. 

"I rationalized the shorter length by saying it 
would be easier to control when skiing with a 
pack on. I was tired of what should be easy down-
hill runs ending up with my head being buried in 
the snow by an additional 50 pounds of momen-
tum, and I thought the shorter length would 
make the downhill parts of my journey much more 
enjoyable. 

"I expected the fishscale bottom to relieve me 
of the waxing hassles of spring skiing. Next to 
falling down with a pack, I tire of changing mind-
boggling wax formulas every time I gain or lose a 
thousand feet more than anything I can think of. 

"Like most things, the new skis resulted in a 
tradeoff. They are more maneuverable, but any 
dope can expect that. 

"Their short length gives a great feeling of 
freedom and I'll long remember my first day on 
them as a real ball. I could run up hills in much 
more direct lines and come down them just like I 
knew what I was doing. The French pre-turning 
technique works well on the downhill runs. From 
a traverse, plant your downhill pole and rotate 
your body in that direction until your feet are 
about to come out from under you. Then upweigh 
the feet and watch them shoot around in the turn. 
This works especially well with a pack because 
the pack is 'around the turn' before your feet even 
begin to move. 

"Kick turns are ridiculously easy on fiat ground 
and almost impossible on a normal slope. This was 
unexpected, and I found it out for the first time 
when I tried to make a kick turn facing away 
from a slope that would have been easy stuff on 
my 'old' skis. I found that the shorter length lacks 
the firm base to turn on. This tends to spill one 
down the hill just at the moment when one's legs 
are right in the middle of the kick. No need to 
despair, however. Doing a normal step turn while 
facing the slope is possible because of the shorter 
length and I found I could turn this way as well 
as I could turn the 'conventional' way with the 
longer boards. 

"Of course there is a reason why everybody 
doesn't already ski on 150 cm skis. The standard 
ski lengths are a compromise between the ease 
and maneuverability of the shorter lengths and 
the floatation and stability of the longer lengths. 
This has evolved into the 'ordinary' 190 to 205 cm 
skis used by most people for downhill or cross 
country skiing. 

"Of course some types of skiing are not ordi-
nary, and Alaskan ski mountaineering is certainly 
among these. Just as the light and fast downhill 
racer uses 215 cm skis (usually without regard to 
his size), the mountaineer would require a shorter 
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ski for his sport, which is the slowest one on the 
ski sport spectrum. 

"What I'm ignoring here is floatation. The 
longer ski is believed to keep one higher in the 
snow. A shorter and wider ski is not necessarily 
the same even if it has the same underside area; 
many people think length has a greater floatation 
effect than width. In practice, however, I found 
the Trak skis have essentially the same floatation 
characteristics as my longer skis, and they com-
pare well with the other 'normal' skis worn by 
people on trips with me this year. So the shorter 
skis give you more maneuverability, about the 
same floatation and noticeably less stability than 
the regular skis. 

"This lack of stability only becomes apparent 
when one has picked up a good head of steam go-
ing downhill, and doesn't enter into the way I 
ski very often. It manifests itself mostly in a feel-
ing that you have to keep concentrating on hold-
ing the skis together as you go. There is no simple 
matter of putting your feet together at the start 
of a run and letting the inherent stability of the 
skis do most of the work whenever you hit a bump. 

"The fishscale bottom gives about the same 
traction as a really good wax job or a set of skins. 
Glide is much less than a well-waxed ski, but it 
can be increased by using a downhill wax (on the 
much-heralded 'no-wax' bottoms!) which brings 
only a slight loss in kick. I used Toko silver. Be-
tween the fishscale traction and the short length, 
one can really hump up those hills in much better 
fashion than the rest of the gang. 

"The P-tex fishscale bottom also resists icing 
much more than a regular ski, and I spent a lot 
of time waiting for others to catch up and clean 
off their skis this spring. Again, the downhill wax 
makes this feature work even better. I had the 
unique problem this year of having the tops, but 
not the bottoms, of the skis become clogged with 
snow. 

"One of the things that remains to be seen is 
how long the bottoms last to the occasional run 

Rearward slop-
ing scale pat-
tern for easy 
forward glide 

Raised trailing 
edges of scale 
pattern for firm 
kick and climb 

Center groove for tracking 

over a rock or general wear. My guess is that if 
you ski on them carefully the bottoms will hold 
up well for at least four or five years. Mine look 
OK. I don't think the manufacturers of this pair 
of boards had ski mountaineers in mind when 
they were designed (the ads refer to use in heavy 
forest growth), but I will go so far as to predict 
that many a summit and high ridge will have 
those funny fishscale tracks left on them in the 
coming years." 
Additional Staff Comments: 

We have tried the Bushwhacker Skis with Alge 
Cable Bindings, (which has the advantage of 
safety release plus heel hold-down for downhill 
runs and can be used with any boot that has a 
lip on the sole) in the San Bernardino mountains 
after a recent six-foot snowfall. During the storm 
and immediately afterwards, the snow was too 
light for floatation. The ski is not suitable for 
deep, powder snow, but when the snow began to 
settle a day later we, too, "had a ball." The ex-
treme light weight of the ski, plus the very good 
traction of the "fishscale" bottom, let us ascend 
almost effortlessly to the 8,000-ridge in back of 
Summit House. After latching the heel down, we 
enjoyed the maneuverability of the ski on the run 
down. We have also tried the ski on heavy cloggy 
snow and hard compacted snow with success, but 
have not tried them under icy conditions. 

Among objections to the ski is the lack of metal 
edges for ski mountaineering and doubt as to the 
durability of the fishscale bottom. Back in the 
forties — before the advent of metal skis — it was 
possible to buy metal edges for a do-it-yourself in-
stallation on your wood skis. Does anyone know 
if these can still be obtained? 

Regarding the "wearing out" of the fishscale 
base, it is made of a very hard polyethylene iden-
tical to that used on many downhill skis and the 
wear is no greater. However, should the base wear 
down, then the skis can be sent to either of two 
repair centers in Rhode Island or Colorado where 
the entire base will be replaced for $15. 
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Fig. 1. Sticht belay plate for llmm rope; also chain link 
substitute (MSR). Sticht belay plate with two llmm slots 
is recommended. Double-slotted plate can also be used for 
rappelling (Fig. 13). Cord on belay plate keeps it from 
sliding away from belayer or getting lost. 

THE STICIIT 

Using a Sticht belay plate has many advantages. 
Among them are: 

more force can be held than by running rope 
around hip 
rope to climber does not run over tie-in (common 
error with hip belay) 
belay hand does not have to be switched if lead-
er zigzags 
fallen climber can be easily held, allowing belay-
er to readily tie-off climber hanging below 
belay is automatic. If, for example, the leader 
falls knocking a rock off onto belayer, belay will 
occur even though belayer has let go rope. 
experience shows that gloves are not needed (al-
though recommended by Sticht) 

Fig. 2. Hands in feeding position using Sticht belay plate, 
with plate and karabiner attached to waist loop. When 
ropes are parallel, they run freely. Safety karabiner with 
rounded corners is recommended as rope can snap out of a 
karabiner without a screw gate. Note gate is down so rope Fig. 3. Falling climber is caught by spreading hands. 
will not catch on threads. Plate locks against karabiner. 



Fig. 5. Common error is sitting so belay hand is blocked 
by tree or dihedral. If hands cannot spread rope full 180 
degrees, strength of belay is reduced. 

Fig. 6. Climbing rope does not run over tie-in. 
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BELAY PLATE 
A PICTORIAL STORY BY JAMES KOLOCOTRONIS 

PHOTOS BY BOB PERLEE 

Fig. 4. Belay plate can also be used attached to anchor. 
However, in practice, a solid anchor at usable height may 
be difficult to find. 
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Fig. 7. Fallen climber is easily held with just two fingers 
after catching fall. 

Fig. 9. When belay plate is locked it is at an angle to 
karabiner. 

Fig. 8. With hands off rope, belay plate has caught fall. 

Fig. 10. If difficult to feed rope, straighten angle of plate 
with heel of hand. This knack is also useful when rappel-
ling with over-size ropes. 



finger to better feed rope. 
Fig. 11. Angle of plate can also be straightened with little Fig. 13. Double-slotted belay plate or two single-slotted 

belay plates as shown is superior for rappelling than a 
brake bar. 

Fig. 12. When belaying leader from a perch on the rock, weight of rope hanging forces plate against karabiner. To avoid, 
coil rope on ledge, or use another karabiner to an anchor as shown to take weight off plate. 
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18 Paul Delaney skiing toward Mt. Sill. Michael Graber Photo 
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By Michael Graber 
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Palisade Cirque. Burt Tumey Photo 

A few miles west of Big Pine, California is an 
area with which I associate some of my earliest 
and fondest memories. Years ago, during fishing 
trips with my father to the Big Pine Lakes, I 
spent hours staring up at the peaks of the Sierra 
Crest, mesmerized by the stark beauty of these 
mountains. Over the years, I have returned to the 
Palisade Glacier area many times, in all seasons, 
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Temple Crag 
Michael Graber Photo 

to taste the magic and to see the beauty that 
dwells in these mountains. In the article that fol-
lows, I attempt to describe various personal im-
pressions of a spring ski tour to the Palisade Gla-
cier that Jim Lucke, Paul Delaney and I expe-
rienced last April. 

A long drive ends with the road at Glacier 
Lodge. We shoulder the usual too-heavy-to-carry 
packs and stagger along the side of Big Pine 
Creek. Looking down at the creek I notice the 
spot where I caught my first trout at the age of 
four. The mountains seemed different then. They 
were further away and more forbidding. 

Above Second Falls the gradient relaxes for a 
while and walking or skiing is enjoyable even with 
packs. We begin to encounter obnoxiously bright, 
phosphorescent orange trail markers tied to trees 
in fifty-yard intervals. Who put these ugly tags 
here and why? How long will it be before there 
will be willow wands? or a plowed trail? or a tram-
way? We unanimously decide to remove every 
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marker. I think of Hansel and Gretel and a house 
made of candy in the forest. 

During the course of the second day, we spend 
many hours admiring Temple Crag. I consider it 
one of the most beautiful mountains that I have 
ever seen. Its granite is dark and ominous. Its 
walls are steep. Knife-edge aretes guard its com-
plex summit. In the moonlight, its walls and tow-
ers become alive with shadows. It is more than 
just a mountain; it is a teacher as well. While 
descending from its summit one February after-
noon, I watched a good friend fall to his death. . . . 
Temple Crag taught me a lesson about life and 
how fragile it really is. In the late afternoon 
we camp at the base of Mt. Gayley. 

Bright and warm sunlight greets us on the 
third morning. What a pleasure it is to step into 
skis without a pack. With light hearts we turn to 
a smooth, white ocean of snow. The weather is 
100% spring: Warm, motionless air, not a cloud 
in the sky. We are totally absorbed in the skiing. 
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Jim Lucke approaching the glacier on the second day. Third Lake in the background. 
Michael Graber Photo 

Like a child playing in a sand-box, we are lost in 
a world apart from that of most humans. Intoxi-
cated with this rare freedom, we concentrate in-
tensely on where we are and what we are doing. 

While Jim and Paul take an afternoon nap, 
I wander over to the base of Mt. Gayley for some 
bouldering. Alone with the rock, without ropes 
and equipment to complicate things, the climbing 
is simple, pure and natural. I climb to a ledge and 
sit watching clouds drift in from the west. I am 
filled with the same amazement that I experi-
enced years ago as a small boy. 

When I return to camp, Paul is feeling ill. He 
complains of dizziness and feels weak. There are 
only a few hours of light remaining in the day — 
we have no choice but to remain at 12,400 feet. 
With the darkness of night come violent winds 
and intermittent snow storms. Several times the 
wind threatens to destroy the tent. It laughs at 
us and makes us feel naked. Amidst such an in-
credible whirlpool of energy and force we are in- 
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significant. During the night, Jim and I spend a 
few anxious moments listening to Paul's cough 
sound more like heavy surf breaking against a 
cliff than the usual cough. We remain optimistic 
although in the back of my mind I fear pneu-
monia. In the morning however, Paul is able to 
ski even though he is still quite sick. 

We ski out in the afternoon of the fifth day. 
Turbulent clouds race across the sky while their 
shadows sweep the glacier below. The wind stirs 
the snow into waves of confusion. Everything 
around me is alive and moving. To the east the 
angry clouds split apart and reveal a remarkable 
view across the gaping expanse of the Owen's 
Valley to the snow-covered slopes of the White 
Mountains on the other side. I don't quite know 
how to react to this fantastic explosion of color. 
I feel like crying but I realize that my tears would 
blur the colors so I don't. I decide that if for noth-
ing else, this view makes the trip a complete 
success! 
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Niles Werner Photo 

Many of us have started getting involved in the 
outdoors lately, and a lot more people will be-
come interested in hiking, backpacking and camp-
ing activities. When we venture out into this new 
element we possess a feeling that we are prob-
ably the first to do so. It is easy to stand in awe 
at some viewpoint and think that we could be 
among the first to do this. A few places are left 
in some remote areas where this is possible, but 
most of the places that we visit have had a host 
of others before us. Some of the ones who were 
fortunate to be the first into wilderness places did 
so with much difficulty. These oldtimers were in-
deed hardy, they had to be to accomplish their 
feats, due to a lack of roads, transportation, 
equipment, lightweight clothing and food, which 
are all available for us now. 

Some of these same oldtimers are still among 
us and some of them are still active in the out-
doors. I have been fortunate to meet a few of 
these people during my involvement in outdoor 
trips. One of these is Senor Otis McAllister. Senor 
McAllister is a 85-year-old active mountaineer, 
known by many people. His mountaineering ac-
tivities cover not only many years but much 
geography. Born and raised near San Francisco, 
California, he soon began to explore the surround-
ing countryside. His first summit ascent was 
Tinkers Knob near Soda Springs, on July 4, 1898. 
Other peaks in the West and Northwest were to 
feel his footsteps before he moved South to make 
his home in Mexico. 

After his arrival in Mexico, McAllister was not 
content to hike and climb or enjoy the many as- 
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SENOR OTIS McALLISTER 

By Edward Johann 

pects of peaks by himself. With energy and drive 
he formed an outdoor club on March 26, 1922. 
The name of this organization was Club de Ex-
ploraciones de Mexico, and it has since expanded 
all over this magnificent country. 

McAllister has wandered up and down the 
mountains of Mexico for many years. He has 
studied Nahuatl, the language of the Aztecs, 
which helps him to understand many of the In-
dian dialects. In this way he has developed a 
sensitivity towards these people and has become 
their friend. To show their thanks, support and 
love for him, the members of the club honored 
him on the 50th anniversary of the club in 1972. 

There were hundreds of people present at this 
outdoor affair, some of whom had traveled many 
hundreds of miles to participate. I was lucky to 
be able to attend this event. After the opening 
speech by the club president, Guillermo Hernan-
dez, and presentation of a gold medal to Mr. Mc-
Allister, others came forward to express their 
feelings towards this great man. Of the many 
speeches that I heard here this day I can still re-
member a few of them. One speech in particular 
that made an impression on me was as follows: 

"It is said that the Exploration Club of Mexico 
is a great building in whose construction we have 
all collaborated. Every member who goes on a 
trip, who pays his fee, who registers a friend, 
serves as a guide, conquers a route, explores a new 
summit and every director who invests his time 
working for the club, each and everyone has been 
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placing one, two or more bricks in the building. 
In short, the club is the work of many people. The 
cornerstone of this building has been Otis Mc-
Allister. Throughout the fifty years the founda-
tion and supports which have permitted this build-
ing to continue to grow strong and firm have been 
the many members who have built with one ele-
ment more, affection for the club." 

The words of Mr. McAllister at this event hon-
oring him were, "I never expected even in my 
dreams that there would be such spontaneous, 
cordial response to our efforts and sacrifices to 
form a mountaineering club in Mexico. Now I 
have arrived at a certain age, but we trust in 
destiny, that you will know how to fulfill and to 
have fulfilled the laws of our clubs. It is already 
so known. We hope that the rhythm of its growth 
continues, continues. Why not! We must remem-
ber always that behind us is a prodigious power 
and that we all worship this power although we 
do not speak of it because there are words that 
are only inside a person, each person who thinks, 
so that with its favor we have formed the club. 
This union of souls, as the hymn says, this union 
of souls has known how to conquer the difficulties, 
which are not few, of fifty years and now we are 
a model union. Many thanks for your attention. 
I hope that the young people will know how to 
carry our club to still greater heights." 

Many climbers, hikers and outdoor people have 
had the good fortune to travel to Mexico, those 
that were lucky enough to meet this fine gentle-
man, indeed experienced something rare and 
beautiful. 
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L.A.S. 2-4 MAN ALPINE TENT $118.00 
(With Pole and Stakes) Postage Paid 

L.A.S. 2-4 MAN ALPINE TENT FROSTLINER 
Cotton $30.00 
Aluminumized Ripstop Nylon $35.00 
The L.A.S. 2-4 Man ALPINE TENT is designed with 
the following features: 
Low wind profile and engineered pullouts that spill 
the wind. 
Standing height to allow easy movement and reduce 
tent fatigue. 
Steep tent walls for rapid drainage and limited snow 
buildup. 
Five large adjustable tunnel vents utilizing heat 
transfer, flow through draft design. 
Nylon mesh vent and door coverings to prevent 
penetration by gnats, mosquitos and spindrift. 
Pitchable on it's floor space, requiring no additional 
side pulls (for side cut snow platforms, etc.) Side 
pulls are provided for heavy winds and to increase 
interior space. 
Easily pitched in the wind and at night. 
No exposed seams, reducing water wick-through 
during storms. 
Large tunnel door to facilitate ease of entrance and 
exit with bulky equipment. 
Sturdy and weathertight construction. 
Lightweight and compact for carrying. 
Double wall construction (with optional frostliner) or 
winter and cold weather camping. We recommend 
this option for winter. 
Because of design simplicity, this tent offers the 

most economical form of shelter in terms of weight and 
cost per man. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Materials:1.9 oz. nylon ripstop 
Super K-Kote. A very strong and 
durable water-repellent material. 
6061T-6 Aluminum Poles. 
Weight: Tent — 4 lbs. 3 oz. 
Pole —1 lb. 2 oz. Frostliner — 
Cotton —1 lb., nylon — 12 oz. 
Size: Floor 7'4" by 7'4" 
Height 6'4" 

Catalog: Box 151 (Dept. S.) Louisville, Colo. 80027 

ALPE 
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,) 

OUNTAINEERING YUKON! 
A course in basic mountaineering and 
glacier travel, in cooperation with the 

ARCTIC INSTITUTE OF NORTH AMERICA 
Summer '74 • 

Also guided expeditions, Skiing and 
Climbing throughout the Territory 

N ROCK AND ICE • Jurg Hofer • Box 4623 Whitehorse Yukon 

New Books 
THE ULTIMATE CHALLENGE by Chris Bon-
ington. Stein and Day, Publishers, Scarborough 
House, Briarcliff Manor, New York 10510. Price, 
$12.50. 

This is one of the most readable of expedition 
books to be published with a moment-by-moment 
account of the 1972 attempt on Mount Everest's 
unclimbed southwest face. Led by Chris Bonington, 

the team were turned back within 600 feet of the 
summit. Bonington gives the account with an em-
phasis on the human side: the reactions of the men 
to the mountain, to the almost unimaginable force 

to page 26, please 

1974 EAST AFRICAN EXPEDITION 
July 13 - August 3 

Choice of activities. Hike and climb in Mt. Kenya National Park; 
ascend Kilimanjaro; enjoy adventurous sightseeing in Kenya, 
Tanzania and Uganda. Inquire: 

Iowa Mountaineers, P.O. Box 163, Iowa City, Iowa 52240 
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Fabi9111:1 
veto cuoio 

( all genuine leather ) 

intermediates 
Style #772 Cervino Vero Cuoio — Intermed-
iate Hiking and Climbing Boot. One piece 
reversed velva cromed tanning cowhide. 
Heavy nylon double stitched full storm-
welt construction. Full leather lining. 
Velco-conture enclosed tongue. 
Double action scree guards and 
hinge. Heavy steel shanks. Re-
cessed self-locking speed 
hooks. Montagna-Block 
soles. 

Style #773 Super Cragman Leader. Top 
quality Expedition and Mountaineering 
Boot. Top grain reversed waxed one-
piece hide uppers. Full steel shank. 

YOU CAN BELIEVE IN FABIANO ... our boots are hilly constructedas advertised. 

send for free hiking and mountaineering boot brochure: 

Fabian° ,ho e Co., Ina_ 
DEPT. A-2-850 SUMMER ST. 
SOUTH BOSTON, MASS. 02127 
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of the wind, the cold down to minus 40 degrees, the 
demands on physical and mental strength. Tony 
Tighe, a member of the team, disappeared in the 
collapse of the ice fall as they approached the 
summit. 

The appendices are copious with details of their 
equipment, food and performance. (One of the 
interesting items is that they took a "library" of 30 
pre-recorded cassettes to while away the time. Bon-
ington says that the pop music fans became more 
and more interested in classical music the higher 
they went up the mountain!) The book is full of 
such human sidelights, making it highly readable. 

MOUNTAIN SEARCH AND RESCUE TECH-
NIQUES by W. G. May. Published by the Rocky 
Mountain Rescue Group, Inc., P.O. Box Y, Boulder, 
Colorado 80302. Price unknown. 

This 300-page paperback book is the most com-
prehensive work on rescue techniques ever to be  

published in the United States. This volume should 
not only be in the library of every mountaineer but 
should be well-perused. The book is divided into 
three parts. Part One is concerned with some gen-
eral aspects of mountaineering and mountain res-
cue, and includes survival techniques, information 
on lightning, legal aspects of mountain rescue, 
equipment, rope, knots, communications and use of 
a steel cable. The chapter on rope includes informa-
tion seldom found in mountaineering literature. 

Part Two deals with a variety of individual skills 
concerned with search and reaching a victim. There 
are chapters on map reading, use of aircraft, dogs 
and snowmobiles in searching, techniques of 
ascending fixed lines and of river crossings. The 
chapter on observation techniques includes some 
practical aspects of eye physiology such as the use 
of "night vision" in searching. 

Part Three is concerned with evacuation tech-
niques with special emphasis on anchors, hauling 
and suspension systems, and improvisation. 

unforseen perils 
often beset 
the unwary hiker 

DO NOT DESPAIR, 
HIKERS, help for 
this and other perils 
is available 

from 

KELTY 
mountaineering - backpacking 

1801 VICTORY BLVD. 
GLENDALE, CA 91201 

SEND FOR CATALOG DEPT. ST  
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CAMPERS, HIKERS, 
BACKPACKERS 
A wide selection of the finest 
equipment year-around! 

Write for our FREE 
Mountain and Camping 
Catalog M 

Tel. 603-745-2767 
NOM WOODSTOCK, New Hampshire 03262 

Climber's entire weight 
supported by new Series 70 
pack frame in use as etriers. 
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It's all in the test report. (We'll 
be happy to send you a copy.) 
The Series 70 is the lig htest,yet 
strongest major pack frame you 
can get. It's made of 7011-T6 
aircraft aluminum alloy (weighs 
less than 2 lbs. 7 oz.), with a 
space-age bonding system 
stronger than welding. Lifetime 
guarantee. Next time you light  

out, lighten the load with a new 
GERRY Series 70 pack frame—
and still have the strongest 
frame going. 

Write for free catalog. 

GERRY 

50% stronger, 
yet 20% lighter. 

Independent tests show that 
GERRY's new Series 70 frame beats 
major competitors' for strength, lightness. 

0  An Outdoor Sports Company 

5450 North Valley Highway Dept. ESU 14, Denver, Colorado 80216 
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The reason: NEOPRENE NYLON! 
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' / // BECK 
CRAMPON STRAPS ' 

SNOW SHOE BINDINGS 

$ 2 4 00  
ALPINE PRODUCTS 
1115 R Street 
Sacramento, Calif. 95814 

Alpine Products 

SUMMIT PACK 
31" x 5" x 13" 

Large objects easily carried 

Unique inside pocket with snaps 
allows small loads to be carried 
comfortably 

Stabilizing waist strap 

Super abrasion-resistant 
"Cordura" pack cloth 

Pressed felt shoulder pads 

Leather bottom 
California residents add 6% sales tax 

co-op 
wilderness 
supply 

 offering highest quality backpack-
ing equipment at lowest prices possible. 

Send for free 48 page mail-order catalog. 

1432 University Avenue, Berkeley, Ca 

94702 

ULTIMATE EQUIPMENT WARKWORTH MORPETH NORTHUMBERLAND ENGLAND 

American Distributors: 

MOUNTAIN PARAPHERNALIA 
BOX 4536 

MODESTO, CALIFORNIA, USA. 95352 

dealer inquiries invited 

Write for FREE Catalogue and Sample of Neoprene Nylon 

BECK OUTDOOR PROJECTS  
BOX 3061 • SOUTH BERKELEY • CALIFORNIA U. S A 

Designed for sub-zero temperatures! Fasten tightly 
and you will never have to adjust again .. . We also 
manufacture the famous CHOU I NAR D CRAMPON 
STRAPS which are used by most experienced 
climbers and expeditions around the world. 
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At JHMG we recognize 
that technique is perhaps 

the most important piece of 
equipment a climber can have. 

Our 8 day Compleat Climber Camp is 
an intensive climbing seminar to give you 

this "equipment". A guide and four climbers 
spend 8 days climbing, roaming, and learning 
in the alpine Wind River Range of Wyoming. 
Write for our brochure covering camps, daily 
Teton climbing schools, and seminars on 
technical ice climbing and mountaineering 
photography... 
We guide the hard ones. 

Jackson Hole //ountain Guices 
TETON VILLAGE, WYOMING 83025 

GIBBS 
ASCENDERS 

Each Ascender is tested 
to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 

rounded teeth produce 
little or no rope damage. 

Especially applicable to 
equipment haulage, group 

ascents, fixed rope and 
rescue operations. Operates 

on icy or muddy ropes. 

ASCENDERS with spring wire $8.75 
ASCENDERS with quick release pin $10.75 

include 254 postage per ascender / 500 airmail 

ROPE / SLING / CARABINERS GIBBS PRODUCTS 
20% DISCOUNT ON ORDERS 854 PADLEY STREET 

of $65. OR MORE. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84108 
SEND FOR A CATALOGUE TO: 

JENSEN PACK 
The classic Don Jensen design is carefully 

constructed by Rivendell. Ingenious compart-

mentalization and contoured shape provide 

optimum comfort. Four lengths assure a perfect 

fit. Accept no imitations. 

Send for free mail order brochure. 

Box E, Snoqualmie, %Na. 98065, U.S.A. 
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A Mountaineering 
Forrest 

Equipment for Climbers 
Send for Catalog: New Address 

50-M Fox St., Denver, Colo. 80216 
(303) 222-6164 

A 

BACKPACKER'S GUIDE & MAP POCKET 
For any make or model pack frame — affords 
easy access to maps, note and guide books, pens, and 
the vital trivia that normally overloads your pants pocket. 
Pocket fastens around shoulder straps of packframe with 
velcro tape and is secured with adjustable nylon webbing 
to the shoulder strap clevis pin at the frame cross bar. 
Orange 8 oz. coated nylon; 7" high; 5" wide; 1" deep; flap 
with velcro closure fits all packs. 
Cat. No. 238 Wt.: .25 lbs. Postpaid $6.80 

EQUIPMENT SPECIALISTS - BACKPACKING, SKI TOURING, KAYAKS & CANOES 
Free Catalog from MOOR & MOUNTAIN Dept. 75 Main St. Concord, Mass. 01742 

When you purchase your alumi-
num-framed snowshoes you 
should be expecting to buy the 
very best. Your frames should 
represent a lifetime purchase. 
The lacing should be tough, light 
and durable — but also readily 
repairable when the long miles 
and years have left their mark. 

The binding should be a SHER-
PA. The SHERPA System* en-
ables those who enjoy the moun-
tains to walk above the limits 
imposed by conventional equip-
ment. 

SHERPA equipment is designed 
to be second to none in quality. 
We make rigorous demands on 
its performance and challenge 
you to do so too. Try out one of 
the five models of SHERPA/ 
TUBBS snowshoes now available 
at your dealer's. You and your 
family will like them. We gladly 
stand behind the products we 
manufacture. 

The climbers on the June 1973 
successful climb of Mt. Hubbard 
found the small FeatherweightTM 
model SHERPA/TUBBS snow-
shoes ideal for packing over sur-
face conditions of heavy mush 
as well as deep, fresh snow. 
They found size, traction and 
superior performance to be real 
plus factors. 

PATENT PENDING 

SEND FOR YOUR FREE BROCHURE 
ON SHERPA QUALITY EQUIPMENT 
FOR SNOWSHOERS - INCLUDING 
THE NEW SHERPA/TUBBS SNOW-
SHOE LINE. WRITE: 

SHERPA DESIGN, INC. 
Dept. S 
3109 Brookdale Road East 
Tacoma, Washington 98446 

DAWSON'S BOOK SHOP 
Sierra Club publications, mountains, moun-
taineering, deserts, history of California 
and the West — plus many other special-
ities. New, used and rare. Libraries pur-
chased. Monday-Saturday 9 to 5:30. 

535 North Larchmont Blvd. 
Los Angeles, California 90004 

Phone 469-2186 
Dear Editor: 

The back cover of your September 
1973 issue of SUMMIT shows a large 
monolith rising from the ocean. I be-
lieve I have seen this great peak 
about 18 years ago from aboard a ship 
three days from Sydney, Australia. I 
have wondered about it ever since. 

Can anyone tell me the name of 
the peak? Has it ever been climbed? 
What are the coordinates on the map? 
Is it granite? How high does it rise 
out of the water? 

I'd appreciate hearing from anyone 
who can give me any information on 
it. Many thanks. 

Richard T. Hult 
Downey, California 

(Editor's note: The monolith referred 
to above is Ball's Pyramid, an 1800-
foot structure about 400 miles north-
east of Sydney. It is not granite. The 
picture was taken by Keith Bell, an 
Australian climber, recently in the 

And that's about the only difference be-
tween us and the ready-mades. We use the 
same, if not better, materials than they do. 
Only prime northern goose down. And rip-
stop nylon. We offer as wide a selection of 
products as they do. The only real difference 
between us and them is this: Someone you 
never see makes their product. Someone 
you know intimately makes yours. You. 

And that knowledge (along with your 
magical fingers and a reliable sewing ma-
chine) can save you up to 50% over the cost 
of ready-made bags, jackets and tents. 

So come camping with Frostline. We'll 
give you the parts. If you'll give us a hand. 
For a free catalog on all Frostline kits, 
write to Frostline Kits, 
Dept. S 255 
P.O. Box 9100 

g Boulder,Colorado 80303 kit  
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For FREE catalog, Write Holubar Mountaineering Ltd. 

Dept. 1-H9, Boulder, Colorado 80302 

Down parkas•Down mittens 
Lightweigh tents•Packs 
Down sleepingbags• Boots 
Stoves emdcoacware 
Trail foods. Accessories 
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states for climbing and lecturing. 

There are several routes on it. Keith 

Bell has done some.) 

Dear Editor: 
Galen Rowell's article "Across 

Yosemite High Country on Skis" was 

read with interest and surprise. The 

photos were fine, but, — it sounded 

like the Rowell team was on a major 

expedition! 
It may be of interest to Mr. Rowell 

and the readers that for ten folds of 

years Norwegian students at the Cal-

ifornia universities and colleges have 

crossed the Sierra Nevada on skis in 

all directions and angles. In fact, back 

in 1966 two Norwegians skied the ap-

proximately 60 miles from Mammoth 

to Yosemite Valley in one long day! 

Needless to say, they did not carry 

Jensen Packs, sleeping bags or use 

Silveretta bindings. Light touring skis 

plus a day pack was their equipment. 

For many of Norway's 1 million ski 

population (25% of the population) a 

60-mile ski trip would be considered 

an easy two-day trip. A trip to Nor-

way's mountains in the winter will 

give a picture of the true standard, 

ability and attitude of the true Nord-

ic skier. 
Jon Wennevold 
Nordic Ski Instructor 
Yosemite Mount. School 

PEACEFUL PROCESSION 

Out of the wind 

All is quiet 

Heightened by the trickle 

Of water heard 

Between ice and rock 

Working its way down 

With the same silent intent 

As I go up. 

— R. Brownley 
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mountaineering 
specialists 

send for catalog 

THE SKI HUT 
department S 

1615 university ave., 
berkeley, ca. 94703 

Enjoy your winter. Take along the 
right equipment. 

Carry a WRAPAC, which uniquely 
contours the weight around the 
body. It carries a little or a lot, 
close to your back, and still allows 
freedom for the most active sports. 

Wear a goose-down filled SIERRA 
PARKA that takes you comforta-
bly through freezing temperatures. 
Its functional design is con-
structed with care and attention to 
weight and warmth. 

For further information on these 
and other fine products, write for 
a catalog and the name of your 
nearest dealer. 

THE NORTH FACE, 1234 5th St. 
Dept. STW, Berkeley, Calif. 94710 

A LmER FRom KAstimik. 
Dear Editor: 

A friend of mine in California was 
kind enough to send me a copy of 
your Nov.-Dec. 1972 issue containing 
an article about mountaineering in 
Kashmir. In the article entitled "Tuli-
yan: an unusual experience in Kash-
mir" Arlene Blum, has not only pre-
sented a very distorted picture of 
things in Kashmir but has also tried 
deliberately to make fun and mock-
ery of the pioneers of this sport in 
this remote corner of the world. 

Before I relate the actual story of 
Miss Blum's visit, I would like to give 
some background information about 
mountaineering in Kashmir. As you 
may be well aware, our state is in a 
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remote area surrounded on all sides 
by high mountains. We have, in fact, 
an ocean of peaks, including giants 
like K-2 and Nanga Parbat around 
us. These mountains have been there 
from times immemorial and some of 
them like the holy Harmukh form 
part of the religious mythology of the 
local people. The mountains have al-
ways been awe-inspiring to the local 
people and are considered the abode 
of demons. The peak of Harmukh 
16,872 feet is the resting place of Siva, 
which the impure human feet can 
never tread. Mountains have always 
been revered and worshiped and the 
people watching them have never 
thought of climbing their summits. The  

only people who have frequented the 
high slopes are "Gujars," the strange 
nomadic shepherds of Kashmir. These 
people have great resemblance to Is-
raelis and according to some histor-
ians they may form part of the lost 
tribes of Israel. It may be of interest 
to mention here that these historians 
claim that Jesus is buried in Kashmir 
and in fact there is a tomb in Srinagar 
(Rozabal, Khanyar) claimed to be 
that of Jesus. Gujars are the only 
people who have been living in the 
mountains for centuries. However, 
they go only as far as the slopes are 
green and occasionally they cross 
some high passes in search of new 

pastures. For them too, high peaks 
and glaciers which they call "Blue 
Snow" are dangerous places to be 
avoided as far as possible. They may 
be compared to Chamois hunters of 
the Alps. 
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Catalog t 
Dept. S, 1525 11th Ave. 

:SeattletWash.-, 98122 U.S.A. 

r S 

SUMMIT, a mountaineering magazine 

P.O. BOX 1889, BIG BEAR LAKE, CALIF. 92315 

Please send SUMMIT for the term indicated to: 

0 NEW 0 RENEWAL 

NAME  

STREET  • 

CITY  

STATE  

I Year 0 $ 7 

2 Years 0 $ 10 

3 Years o $ 13 

ZIP  5 Years O $20 

0 MONEY ENCLOSED 0 BILL ME LATER 
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Mountain climbing as a sport is a 
very recent idea in the State, still in 
its infancy. People going into moun-
tains to climb their summits are taken 
to be some crazy folk and the major-
ity of the people still fail to compre-
hend their motives. The only visitors 
coming to climb these mountains have 
been Europeans. The earliest attempt 
at introducing these sports among the 
local youth was made by the late 
Canon C. E. Tyndale Biscoe in the 
1930's by starting a climbing club in a 
missionary school of which he was the 
founder. The club, which fell into ob-
livion after 1947, was again revived in 
1966 by some of the old boys of the 
above school under the name of the 
Jammu & Kashmir Mountaineering 
& Hiking Club. 

We, the members of this Club, have 
been trying our best to attract more 
and more young men to this interest-
ing activity. It is the result of our 
persistent efforts that the State Gov-
ernment has recently established a 
full fledged department for the pro-
motion of these activities. Keeping in 
view the above background, I am sure 
you will be able to understand the 
difficulties and hurdles we have to 
face and overcome in order to under-
take this activity. To get a true pic-
ture of mountain climbing in Kashmir 
one has to visualize the Alps of the 
early nineteenth century. The sport 
is yet to catch the imagination of the 
people. As a natural consequence of 
this, even a small climb like Tuliyan 
becomes a full-fledged expedition. In 
fact this very quality of climbing in 
Kashmir has very much appealed to 
the members of the Italian Alpine 
Club and the Himalayan Alpine As-
sociation of Japan who have been fre-
quently coming to this place in re-
cent years. A trip to a small peak of 
5,000 meters gives the thrill and sat-
isfaction of a complete Himalayan 
Expedition. 

In the light of the above I would 
now relate the story of Miss Blum's 
visit. They were referred to me by 
Ray Jewell of Mountain Travel USA 
whom I had met during an earlier 
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American trekking expedition to 
Kashmir. When these people came to 
me they seemed quite disappointed as 
the person with whom they were stay-
ing had told them that only Kolahoi 
Peak was worth climbing in Kashmir 
and due to rains this was impossible 
at the moment. Had we allowed them 
to fall in the hands of some unscrupu-
lous undertaker, they would probably 
have returned disappointed after 
touching the base of Kolahoi. We did 
not allow this to happen and strived 
hard to give them an opportunity of 
exploring as many mountains as were 
possible in the short span of time at 
their disposal. We were very eager for 
them to see the vast regions of moun-
tains with hundreds of unnamed and 
unclimbed peaks so that they could 
tell the world about the extensive pos-
sibilities of mountaineering Kashmir 
offered. Instead, one of the party who 
claimed to be a member of the Amer-
ican Alpine Club, comes out with an 
article which in addition to providing 
totally misleading information, is 
quite derogatory of young Kashmiri 
climbers who in the true sense are the 
real pioneers of this sport in this iso-
lated state so far from the highly de-
veloped and advanced Western civili-
zation. It was with the active assis-
tance of the club members that Arlene 
Blum and her party were able to scale 
about five good peaks and explored 
the vast uncharted region of Peaks of 
Brama Glaciers in Kishtwar. No 
Kashmiri can dream of doing all this 
within a short time of two months. 

Miss Blum starts her article by say-
ing that Kashmiris predicted hypothe-
tical rainstorms. Well, anybody in 
Kashmir would tell her that the pe-
riod from the beginning of March to 
the end of April and sometimes to the 
middle of May is full of continuous 
rains. We hardly get any rains in the 
Monsoon period as these are stopped 
by the Pir Pantsal range. It was their 
good luck that they had a piece of ex-
cellent weather. Now about the equip-
ment and rations. Well, Tuliyan had 
been unsuccessfully attempted earlier 
but the people were usually turned 

LETTER 
back by two highly crevassed ice falls 
guarding the approaches to the sum-
mit ridges. It was lucky to have both 
ice falls covered by the unusually 
heavy snow falls of the previous win-
ter. Almost all the equipment we car-
ried was the bare minimum that could 
be needed for such a climb. Regard-
ing rations, well, we always prefer to 
take fresh food in the mountains. As 
per the cooking and way of preparing 
different kinds of food, there hardly 
seems anything funny about it. It is 
the way we live! East is East and the 
West is West. I need not go into the 
details. We must try to understand 
the vast cultural and social differences 
that exist between different peoples in 
the world. No one can promote good 
will and human understanding by 
making fun of other people's way of 
living. 

I do not deny the fact that we took 
unusually heavy supplies of rations. 
This was prompted by the scale which 
emerged from a short hike, which two 
of us had with this party, prior to our 
climb of Tuliyan. To give our guest 
climbers an idea about the mountains 
of Kashmir we took them on a short 
hike to Apharwat near Gulmarg. For 
one dinner and one breakfast, 12 buns, 
6 breads, 12 big biscuits, 12 eggs, two 
tins of fruit and almost 3 kilos of po-
tatoes proved quite insufficient for our 
friends as they continuously felt hun-
gry. Naturally, the rations for Tuli-
yan were planned keeping in view 
their requirements. Here, it may be 
pointed out that it was their own sug-
gestion to try eastern food and also 
they had planned a week of climbs in 
the Tuliyan area. Furthermore, we 
did not ferry all the rations to ad-
vance camp. Only those needed for 
two nights. 

Now, about the bus conversation. 
No doubt we have a very low percen-
tage of literacy, but the conversation 
reproduced by Miss Blum cannot be 
attributed even to an illiterate and 
completely uneducated person. Only 
someone out of a lunatic asylum 
could have given such answers. We 
have a fleet of deluxe buses plying  

from Tourist Centre in Srinagar to 
different resorts and most of the 
drivers speak English. 

The dramatic picture they have 
presented of the behavior of the Tour-
ist Officer is far from true. In fact, he 
was leaving for some urgent work 
when we met him and there was an 
Assistant Tourist Officer all the while 
at Pahalgam. We didn't face any dif-
ficulty in arranging things. 

About the selection of the route I 
must say that it was myself who se-
lected the central ridge. They had 
originally selected the left side ridge, 
the route being through a steep snow-
field under a cornice. I hope Miss 
Blum remembers this? As per the 
lead, Joel was definitely the best 
climber amongst us all and naturally 
he led the climb. Arlene joined him of 
her own. She had earlier told me that 
she was a bit slow and had an upset 
stomach and therefore wanted to re-
main in the lead with Joel. 

Miss Blum rejoices to tell us that 
she understood why Tuliyan had not 
been climbed before, because Kash-
miris were shivering with cold. Well, 
how could she understand it better 
than sleeping in the cozy warmth of a 
special down bag. Maybe she would 
have understood it much better had 
she been sleeping like Vijay and As-
lam in a thin Kapok bag in sub-zero 
temperature? The article has given 
only one side of the picture and I 
have tried to give you the other side. 
I have had the opportunity of meet-
ing many American climbers includ-
ing Norman Dyhrenfurth and Lute 
Jerstad but they are quite different. 

Finally, I must convey the protest 
and resentment of all the members of 
J&K Mountaineering & Hiking Club 
whose feelings have been hurt by this 
article. I hope you will be generous 
enough to convey these feelings by 
publishing my letter in your maga-
zine. Mountains in Kashmir will al-
ways be there and people will con-
tinue to come to climb them, whatever 
some people may say about them. 

Mohamad Ashraf 
Ex-Secretary, J&K 
Mountaineering & Hiking Club 
Mountaineering Organiser 
Directorate of Tourism, 
J&K Government 
Srinagar, Kashmir 

KA s trim 
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MADE IN FRAN 
NEW FROM MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS! Introducing the 
JET GAZ stove, lantern and heater to the U.S. All popu-
lar, proven products in Europe. 

Each model is designed lightweight for backpacking. 
Perfect, too, for car camping, picnicking, beach parties, 
patio cook-outs, snowmobiling, skiing. . .your imagina-
tion is the only limit to their use. 

Butane fuel cartridges are hard to beat for ease of 
operation and reliability. Safe, too. No priming or pump- 

STC),,JE".1 

A lightweight, compact cook stove 
perfect for backpacking. One 

cartridge is usually sufficient for a 
weekend backpack. No priming 

necessary—ready to light with the 
twist of a knob. Hot flame minimizes 

cooking time. Average operation 
time at maximum heat: 3 hours. 

3475 BTU/hr. Weight: 10 oz, 
w/o cartridge. 

Same as regular lantern, except has 
built-in auto flint starter. Average 

operation time at maximum bright-
ness: 6 hours. Weight: 17.5 oz., 

w/o cartridge. 

ing necessary. Lighting standard models is as simple 
as opening the valve and touching a match to the burner 
head. The Auto models even have a built-in starter for 
matchless convenience. 

Jet Gaz butane cartridges may be attached and re-
moved quickly and simply. Easy to follow instructions 
are included. 

THERE'S ONLY ONE JET GAZI ASK FOR IT BY NAME 
AT YOUR MOUNTAIN PRODUCTS DEALER. 

Same as 200S regular, except has 
built-in auto flint starter. Average 
operation time at maximum heat: 
3 hours. Weight: 11.5 oz., 
w/o cartridge. 

A highly reliable, long-burning 
lantern. Lightweight and compact 
enough to be practical for dozens of 
uses—hunting, backpacking, boat-
ing, camping, beach and patio 
partying, to name a few. Equivalent 
to an 80 watt light. Simple to operate. 
Includes one mantel, required for 
operation. Average operation time at 
maximum brightness: 6 hours. 
Weight: 16 oz., w/o cartridge. 

This parabolic heater can often mean 
the difference between a miserable 

or enjoyable outing. Efficient heat 
for tents, campers, pickups, etc., with 
sufficient ventilation for safety. Also 
a super handwarmer for fishermen, 

hunters, skiers, snowmobilers. 
Highly polished parabolic reflector 

concentrates heat, minimizes waste-
ful heat loss. Wire guard protects 

user and burner element alike. 1500 
Watt. Average operation time at full 

heat: 3 hours. Weight: 12.5 oz., 
w/o cartridge. 

Replacement butane fuel cartr dges. Fits all Jet Gaz products 
shown. Weight each: 10.5 oz. 

Replacement mantels for Jet Gaz Lantern. Weight: .5 oz. 

See your nearest Mountain Products dealer for Jet Gaz products. Send for free M.P.C. catalog. 



ROCCA 
ROPES 

UIAA Approved 

U.S. Importers and Distributors of 
ROCCA Kernmantle Climbing Ropes. 

A
For catalog of complete line of climbing gear write: 

Forrest Mountaineering 
5050-M Fox Street • Denver, Colorado 80216 • (303) 222-6164 

ODDS & ENDS  

MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT 

BOOTS: We have a new shipment of moun-
taineering boots, Val'D'or Darbellay, good 
wide size selection. Coming momentarily 
MOLITOR BOOTS! GREAT PACIFIC IRON-
WORKS, at the Chouinard Factory. 235 W. 
Santa Clara St., Ventura, California 93001. 
805-643-6074. 

LIGHTWEIGHT equipment for backpack-
ing, mountaineering, camping, canoeing. 
Down sleeping bags, tents, boots, food, 
Complete line of Cross-country and Tour-
ing Skis. Free catalog. Moor & Mountain, 
Dept. 19, 67 Main St., Concord, MA 01742. 

BOOKS S PUBLICATIONS 

WANTED: Copy of Library of Mountaineer-
ing and Exploration and Travel by Edward 
C. Porter. Cash sale. Contact Chess 
Krawczyk, P.O. Box 1144, Wollongong, NSW 
2500 Australia. 

NATIONAL PARK PUBLICATIONS. Free 
catalog. Route 4, Box 750S, Evergreen, 
Colorado 80439. 

BOOKS — mountaineering, backpacking, 
survival, edible plants, and more. Free 
Catalog. WILDERNESS BOOKS, P.O. Box 
1042, Canoga Park, California 91304. 

BOOKS on mountaineering, backpacking, 
whitewater and more. From active people 
who care what they sell. Price list free. 
Doug and Linda Rhodes, SPELEOBOOKS, 
P.O. Box 12334, Albuquerque, N.M. 87105. 

THE EASTERN TRADE is a Shawangunk 
newsletter devoted to the real issues of 
our time. All ten back issues available for 
$2.50. Send to John Stannard, 13003 Daley 
St., Silver Spring, Maryland 20906. 

FOR SALE: Complete sets of SUMMIT for 
1972 & 1973, unbound. 167 each, postpaid. 
Send check or money order to SUMMIT, P.O. 
Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, California 92315. 

BOOT REPAIR 

RESOLING — REBUILDING of mountain-
eering footwear original soles and hard-
ware. Price sheet available. Niall McGinnis 
Mountain Boot Repair, P.O. 94, Ketchum, 
Idaho 83340. 

HELP WANTED 

FEMALE AND MALE climbers and back-
packers, 21 or over. Staff trips and drive 
on cross-country wilderness climbing and 
backpacking trips for teenagers. Canada, 
Northwest, Southwest. Wilderness Bound, 
RD 1, Box 365, Highland, New York 12528. 

ALASKAN WILDERNESS —CAMP DENALI 
TUNDRA TREK BACKPACKING EXPEDI-
TIONS. Explore back country of Mt. McKin-
ley National Park on guided trip. Up-grade 
your wilderness skills, physical fitness, 
and ecological awareness. Write CAMP 
DENALI, Box D, College, Alaska 99701. 

WILDWATER CANYAKING on California's 
Kings and lower Colorado rivers. Brochure: 
WEI, Dept. S, 1127 Rock Springs Hollow, 
Escondido, Calif. 92026. 

SKI TOUR FROM OUR RANCH. Explore 
the high ranges of Western Wyoming in un-
tracked powder. Infinite variety in cross-
country and ski mountaineering terrain. 
Touring and ranch accommodations limited 
to six. Brochure. Game Hill Ranch, Bondur-
ant, Wyoming 82922. 

ALASKA — 20,320-foot Mt. McKINLEY EX-
PEDITIONS 1974! Taking applications now 
for climbs to North America's highest peak 
— also to 14,570-foot Mount Hunter. 

We offer cross-country ski tours and expe-
ditions, treks and climbs for individuals 
and groups — anywhere, anytime! Write: 
GENET EXPEDITIONS, Talkeetna, Alaska 
99676. Phone: (907) 733-2328 (to leave 
message). 

IN HIGH PLACES with Dougal Haston at 
the International School of Mountaineering. 
Join us at the Chalet Vagabond and climb 
the mountains of the European Alps. De-
tails: ISM Chalet Vagabond, 1854 Leysin 
1 Vd., Switzerland. 

EXPEDITIONS & WILDERNESS TRIPS 
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THE GREAT PACIFIC IRON WORKS 

manufacturers of Chouinard hardware and 
the SPIW line of technically oriented softgoods 

235 W. Santa Clara, Ventura, Calif. 93001 



1598 Solano Ave. 
Albany, California 94706 
(415) 527-8100 

Designed for the individual who enjoys the adventure 
and mystiquO ontrasting life styles. 

Wilderness Outings to Remote Areas of the World 
MT. McKINLEY Send for 74/75 Brochure and Supplements 

JAPAN CAUCASUS MEXICO 

TURKEY GUATEMALA 


